[Clear diagnosis in an atypical case of bronchial asthma and treatment monitoring using pulmonary function tests].
The paper deals with a bronchial asthma case whose anamnesis and clinical data plead rather for a chronic obstructive bronchitis (COPD). The diagnosis is elucidated through the pulmonary function tests performed both before and after a treatment which suppresses the inflammation and oedema of the mucous membrane with hypercrinia and discrinia, thus allowing the hyperreactivity of bronchial smooth muscles to become evident. Taking into account that more than 50% of the asthmatic persons have not a correct perception of the airway obstruction, treatment effect evaluation on the basis of clinical data only may lead to an early treatment stepping which can favour the development of a chronic inflammation and a "basic" obstructive syndrome resulting in a pulmonary insufficiency later on. Pulmonary function tests are therefore useful in monitoring the treatment whose efficacy is proved by the achievement of normal pulmonary function (or at least as close to normal as possible) and not only by the suppression of clinical symptoms.